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Abstract
The subject of this thesis is the study of coherent interaction of light with matter
(atoms) to improve the precision measurements and techniques. Special attention is drawn
to get the narrow subnatural electromagnetically induced transmission (EIT), electromag-
netically induced absorption (EIA) and nonlinear magneto-optic rotation (NMOR) caused
by alkali atoms contained in a vapor cell. Subnatural polarization rotation introduces by
a strong circularly polarized light in the absence of any external magnetic eld was also
studied. A detailed theoretical treatment, given in this dissertation, allows to associate
each of the features of the spectra with a special physical mechanism. Many quantum
phenomena related to interferences, coherences, optical pumping etc. experiments are
studied using home-built diode lasers. This thesis also describes laser cooling and trap-
ping of rubidium atoms using two techniques. Deection of cold atoms horizontally from
MOT using pushing beams are discussed in close consideration for the improvements in
the precision measurements.
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1, an introduction to the importance
of sub-natural narrow resonance and simplied technique in the precision measurement
will be discussed.
In Chapter 2, an introduction to EIT, EIA and NMOR resonance are discussed. This
chapter will provide a basic theoretical background of atom-eld interactions, especially
for -type and N -type systems and its steady state solution using density matrix analysis
and experimental tools. The most important notion of laser cooling of atoms, ions or
molecule i.e., exchange of momentum between light and atoms combining with the Doppler
eect will be discussed.
In Chapter 3, the observation of subnatural EIT and subnatural EIA in closed and
open degenerate two-level system using room temperature vapor cell lled with Rb will
be presented. Physical mechanisms that contribute to EIT and EIA, and the contrast of
our results from the coherent population trapping (CPT){type resonances are discussed
iv
in detail in appendix A.2 according to our experimental results.
In Chapter 4, the narrowing of subnatural EIT and subnatural EIA linewidth in closed
and open systems again in degenerate two level transition, using the \Laguerre-Gaussian"
control beam instead of generally studied Gaussian beam, will be discussed in detail.
In Chapter 5, the conversion between subnatural EIT to subnatural EIA in a degen-
erate  system will be discussed. The physical mechanism created by the introduction of
a coherent counter propagating control laser to the co-propagating probe and the control
laser are studied. The eect of polarization and axial velocity Doppler averaging will also
be studied.
In Chapter 6, we will discuss the sensitive technique for precise measurement of small
magnetic elds using the NMOR, by chopping the resonant laser beam. We will study
the sensitivity and the potential application of this technique in the measurement of an
atomic electric-dipole moment.
In Chapter 7, we will be studying about the induced optical rotation by a circularly
polarized control laser on the linearly polarized probe laser. The eect of the intensity of
the control laser beam on the higher order optical rotation will also be studied.
In Chapter 8, we will be studying about the cooling and trapping of 87Rb in magneto-
optic trap. We will be studying two techniques of trapping of atoms in MOT. The cold
cloud of atoms from the MOT are deected horizontally by using dierent conguration
of pushing beam are studied.
A brief summary and outlook of my thesis work will be discussed at Chapter 9.
